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Abstract: Expensive power cost is a significant concern in today’s manufacturing world. Reduction
in energy consumption is an ultimate measure towards achieving manufacturing efficiency and
emissions control. In the existing literature of scheduling problems, the consumption of energy is
considered uncertain under the dimensions of uncertain demand and supply. In reality, it is a random
parameter that also depends on production capacity, manufacturing technology, and operational
condition of the manufacturing system. As the unit production cost varies with production rate and
reliability of the manufacturing system, the energy consumption of the system also varies accordingly.
Therefore, this study investigated an unreliable manufacturing system under stochastic production
capacities and energy consumption. A stochastic production–inventory policy is developed to
optimize production quantity, production rate, and manufacturing reliability under variable energy
consumption costs. As energy consumption varies in different operational states of manufacturing,
we consider three specific states of power consumption, namely working, idle, and repair time,
for an integrated production–maintenance model. The considered production system is subjected
to stochastic failure and repair time, where productivity and manufacturing reliability is improved
through additional technology investment. The robustness of the model is shown through numerical
example, comparative study, and sensitivity analysis of model parameters. Several graphical
illustrations are also provided to obtain meaningful managerial insights.

Keywords: stochastic production capacity; unreliable production system; energy; random failure
and repair rates; controllable production rate

1. Introduction

Today’s fastest growing economies are forcing manufacturers to decrease the processing time of
products along with providing lower costs and better quality. To maintain a better position in such
a competitive market, manufacturers are needed to be highly automated, integrated, and flexible
in their production capacities. Therefore, manufacturing technology is developing day by day with
improved qualities such as high flexibility, smart operations, and adaptability. However, since initial
capital investment and operating costs are high for smart automation, advanced manufacturing
industries are concerned with managing their manufacturing system utilization to the absolute
maximum limit. Regardless of acquiring elevated levels of automation, flexibility, and high-quality
products, without a reliable costing mechanism, manufacturing systems cannot stay competitive
with changing economic environment. Therefore, manufacturing productivity requires a stable and
reliable manufacturing system for decreasing the setup time and production lead-time. Recently,
Sarkar et al. [1] proposed an analytic procedure to investigate manufacturing setup and lead time
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reduction strategies through additional investments in manufacturing system, where setup cost
improvement for a two-stage production system is addressed in [2]. Rapid economic recovery is the
ultimate desire of manufacturing organizations due to intense market competition and globalization.
Moreover, maintaining the productivity of the manufacturing process is the basic criterion of a
manufacturing business. In this regard, Kumar et al. [3] developed structured optimal policies for
the financial aspects of a product under the imperfect production process. The study shows that
a manufacturing firms should devise optimal strategies for the product development process to
survive in the market. Further, costs associated with an automation policy in smart manufacturing
system were discussed by Sarkar et al. [4]. In this context, the significance of energy costs for the
production process and manufacturing costs is worth examination as it serves as a substantial part
of production costs in manufacturing industries. For instance, in the electronics industry, the energy
costs represent up to 2% of total production costs. Manufacturing industry consumes up to 35% of
energy production globally [5]. Similarly, in textile and printing industries, the share of energy cost is
up to 2% of total production costs. The impact of energy costs is more influential in the heavy metal
industry, as it takes 35% share in production costs, whereas in oil refineries, it reaches up to 65%. In the
existing literature, energy cost management has been studied for factors related to generation and
consumption of energy. On the other hand, this study involved improving production–inventory
management with respect to energy control variables related to production and maintenance policies.
These energy control variables are related to manufacturing reliability and manufacturing capacity
and are improved through technology investments. Generally, energy consumption is considered as
a variable or semi-variable cost item as energy consumption can reach up to 50% or more for some
manufacturing organizations. Therefore, energy cost is considered as a controllable factor with critical
influential effects on the expenses of manufacturing.

From an economic perspective, the lower energy consumption leads to lower manufacturing
costs. From the environmental perspective, lower consumption leads to energy saving along with
cost-effective factor. It reduces carbon emissions and the need to generate extra energy on behalf of
Earth resources. Reducing the energy consumption of production system is also necessary because
a large part of greenhouse gas emission, from production activities, comes from energy generation.
In many production systems, this percentage reaches almost 100%, as stated by Bazan et al. [6].
Energy optimization problems are studied for job-shop and flow-shop system by many authors
(e.g., Giret et al. [7] and Liu et al. [8]). Energy-efficient production planning (EEPP) is the basic
need of manufacturing systems. In this regard, Biel and Glock [9] provided energy pricing based
production planning for sustainable manufacturing system. The study considers the renewable
energy incorporation in production planning along with fixed pricing strategy. Higher energy prices
and strict green legislation are big challenges for today’s manufacturing industry. Liu et al. [10]
developed a bi-objective optimization problem to reduce idle time energy consumption and devise
energy saving strategies. A comprehensive review of energy efficient production planning was
provided by Biel and Glock [9]. Economic lot sizing problem with the energy consumption aspects
was investigated by Rapine et al. [11], whereas energy efficient manufacturing process chains was
discussed by Mousavi et al. [12]. Recently, González-Romera et al. [13] investigated the renewable
energy consumption for smart community under consumer comfort level considerations. Advance
equipment reduces the energy consumption significantly when consider for scheduling problems,
as stated by Mori et al. [14]. Shrouf et al. [15], Tang et al. [16] and Dai et al. [17], among others,
investigated the flexible flow-shop system for energy consumption. Li et al. [18] developed a scheduling
problem for a flexible manufacturing system. Recently, renewable energy problems were discussed
by Calicioglu et al. [19]. Smart grid system and HV grid system for high quality energy production
was discussed by Pramangioulis et al. [20]. The energy management of residential hubs for demand
and storage system along with environmental concerns were investigated by Brahman et al. [21].
Routing problems for energy consumption based vehicles is another area of energy management which
is significantly explored by researchers [22]. More recently, Sarkar et al. [23] investigated the electric
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power distribution system under online to offline (O2O) supply chain management. Bazan et al. [24]
noted that no paper considered energy consumption in inventory and supply chain models before 2014.
However, recently, energy consumption received the attention of researchers in the field of supply
chain and inventory management. Bazan et al. [6] investigated energy consumption for production and
transportation activities related to supply chain management. Bazan et al. [25] investigated closed-loop
supply chain under energy usage from the production process.

Recently, Bazan et al. [24] studied supply chain coordination under energy consumption in
two-echelon supply chain model. Sarkar et al. [26] studied a smart production system under energy
usage. However, none of the existing models consider energy usage with an unreliable production
system with stochastic machine failure and repair time. In such systems, the considerations of
energy are more important compared to others, because machine breakdown increases the cost of
energy usage for production process. According to Devoldere et al. [27], a certain fraction of energy
consumption is always fixed for the manufacturing system irrespective of its working status. During a
long-run production, a common phenomenon is the break down of the machine and production system.
The system and machine break down results in higher energy usage and production of defective
items [26]. The study shows that energy consumption is a critical factor as it raises the cost of the
system, even if the smart production system is considered. Therefore, the consideration of energy in
an unreliable production system is extremely important. However, unfortunately, energy cost receives
very little attention of the researchers in the field of unreliable inventory and supply chain management.
Sarkar et al. [28] studied financial implications of a random time of machine failure for a manufacturing
process and developed an optimal Economic quantity model (EMQ) model with safety stock quantity.
This study was further extended to imperfect production process by Sarkar et al. [29]. The study
assumes that, with increased manufacturing unreliability, the manufacturing system moves from
perfect production to imperfection production state. The study is further discussed with technology
investment to improve the design variable of manufacturing system and reduce machine break
downs [30]. Recently, Bhuniya et al. [31] extended the case of manufacturing reliability [26] for
imperfect production process for bivariate dependent demand rate. Yao et al. [32] also developed
manufacturing models based on manufacturing reliability for smart manufacturing. The influence of
manufacturing unreliability under the effect of economical aspects is multi-fold, as investigated by
Sarkar et al. [33]. The study discusses the effect of joint unreliability and inflation on an EMQ model.
To increase the manufacturing reliability, this work introduces a technology development cost while
treating reliability variable as a decision parameter.

Practically, the production rate of machines, intended to produce a product, can be controlled
in modern manufacturing systems. If a manufacturing system allows such adjustments, production
managers can directly change production rate to desired range, by changing labor working hours
on manufacturing processes, and adding or removing idle hours in-between production runs.
Manufacturing systems with controllable production rates are categorized as rigid or flexible
production systems in the literature [34]. For rigid case, production rates are changed only at the start of
a product run and then they stay constant throughout production period. In the variable/controllable
scenario, the production rate is also changed during production process. Inventory literature
that covers this stream of manufacturing based research focuses on production costs with respect
to production rates and production up-time. Costs function associated with production rate of
manufacturing system can be derived empirically, by computing the input parameter’s quantity to
produce one unit of finished product, at different production rates. A comprehensive overview of
manufacturing literature in this research direction is given in [35]. Variable manufacturing system with
unreliable machines has been discussed in the pioneering works of Rishel [36], Olsder and Suri [37]
and, more recently, Glock [38]. In these studies, the machine failures and repair are discussed with
Homogeneous Markov Process. For the first time, Khouja and Mehrez [39] examined a variable product
rate model. They considered the production rate dependent production quality of system. Supply
chain management under the joint effect of time varying holding cost and variable production rate was
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examined by Sarkar et al. [40]. Impact of variable production rate in a two-stage production system
was studied by Alfares and Ghaithan [41]. They suggested that variable production rates also gives
flexibility in production planning to smooth the flows of raw material and work-in-process inventories
which helps to avoid bottlenecks at working stations. Production rate is considered as a dynamic
variable in [42]. A single vendor, multi-buyer supply chain model is studied in [43], where vendor
production cost changes with variable production rate. For multiple-buyers, a continuous-review
inventory model is developed to inspect inventory levels in this study. In addition, a crashing cost is
employed to reduce buyer’s lead times. One major flaw in this research stream is that it only focuses on
unit production cost associated with variable production rates. The effect of variable production rate on
other production and inventory related costs such as maintenance, storage, and carrying is neglected in
the existing research. In addition, the impact of energy consumption in the dimension of unreliable and
random capacity manufacturing operations is still underdeveloped. The development of technology,
advances the performance of manufacturing machines, and reduces production up-time by proposing
a controllable production rate in manufacturing units. However, higher production rates would need
higher operating/maintenance costs and may increase the machine failure rate. With controllable
production rate, an increase of processing load on the manufacturing system leads to higher costs
of energy consumption per unit time. Consequently, it is inevitable to change spare parts and plan
maintenance schedules frequently for manufacturing system, and then the cost of maintenance would
also rise. This way, manufacturing reliability and production rates become the energy control variables.
Ultimately, it is important to examine the effect of manufacturing unreliability on variable production
capacities and associated energy consumption. Therefore, this study investigated the impact of
optimum production lot size, production rate and manufacturing reliability on manufacturing energy
consumption. In particular, we optimize the integrated production–inventory–maintenance policy
when the manufacturing system faces random failures and random repair times. The manufacturing
energy consumption is considered accordingly for three manufacturing states of production system: in
operation, in idle state and for system repair work.

In this paper, energy consumption with respect to consumed electric power for each
manufacturing task and energy control variables is considered. This paper investigates the variable
energy consumption effect with controllable production rate and gives the optimal level for additional
tooling and technology developmental costs. The relationship between variable energy consumption
and energy control factors (production rate and failure rate) is justified on two criteria. The first is
that, as the controllable production rate in units/unit time is changed, the associated specific energy
consumption rate (SEC) for manufacturing process in kWh/units will change accordingly. The higher
production rate reduces the specific energy consumed per item for manufacturing process. With the
reduction of production time, produced quantity counterbalances for the rise of energy consumed
per hour. Similarly, as the number of manufacturing failures increases, the energy consumption per
units produced will increase and accordingly extra energy requirements for production restoration
and start-ups will arise. Increased number of manufacturing system break downs lead to increased
machine warming and restore/re-setup energy, and thus it increases the energy consumption per unit
of production. This way, variable energy consumption for manufacturing process has three different
components: energy consumption during setup and operational time, energy consumption during idle
time due to break down and energy requirements for maintenance/re-setup activities of manufacturing
system. In this paper, production, and maintenance policy related energy control factors are improved
to optimize energy consumption in the manufacturing industry. Since machine failure rate is highly
dependent on the design variable of manufacturing system, quality of maintenance, and production
rates, this paper investigates the electrical energy consumption rates of an unreliable manufacturing
system with respect to maintenance and production management factors, namely production rate p
and failure rate φ. Table 1 provides the existing contribution efforts of different authors in the proposed
research area.
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Table 1. Research contributions by different authors.

Author(s) Manufacturing Maintenance Production Development Energy
Reliability Policy Capacity Cost

Marchi et al. [44] variable NA variable NA considered
Marchi et al. [45] variable NA variable NA considered
Bhuniya et al. [31] variable NA variable (φ) considered
Sarkar et al. [26] variable NA variable (φ) considered
Adane and Nicolescu [46] NA considered constant NA NA
Demichela et al. [47] NA considered NA NA considered
Li et al. [18] NA NA flexible NA NA
Rackow et al. [48] NA NA energy flexible NA considered
Shibin et al. [5] NA NA flexible NA considered
Lee and Prabhu [49] NA considered energy-aware NA considered

This study stochastic considered controllable (p, φ) considered

(φ) means reliability dependent development cost. (p, φ) means reliability and production capacity dependent
development cost. NA means not-applicable.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 addresses mathematical model formulation.
Section 3 develops mathematical modeling of the proposed unreliable manufacturing system. Section 4
illustrates the developed mathematical model with numerical experiment and sensitivity analysis of
model parameters. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study and suggests some future extensions.

2. Problem Statement, Notation, and Assumptions

This sections defines the problem statement and assumptions for the proposed mathematical
model and notation used to develop mathematical model, which are given below.

2.1. Problem Statement

In this paper, an integrated production–inventory–maintenance policy is optimized under
energy control variables named as production rate and manufacturing reliability. Moreover, the
specific production energy consumption for each product is considered as a component of per unit
manufacturing cost. The paper considers an unreliable manufacturing system which can be regulated at
different production rates within design limits (p ε [pmin, pmax]), resulting in different unit production
costs. The variable production rate decrease production lead-time and per unit production cost. On the
contrary, other manufacturing operation costs related to maintenance and spare parts replacement
raise with higher production rates. The manufacturing system is subjected to stochastic failure
rate and, on each random breakdown, it is immediately subjected to corrective repair. A minor
restoration is required along with each corrective repair, which is also stochastic in nature. Now,
optimal integrated production planning is developed under the influence of energy control variables,
where, with the increase in production rate, the production up-time is reduced which also reduces the
energy consumption for manufacturing. On the other side, higher production rates leads to higher
break downs of system and energy requirements for maintenance activities. To increase productivity of
manufacturing system, a production-technology development cost is considered. Moreover, to increase
the reliability of manufacturing system, a separate technology development cost is also added in the
system costs. Based on different operation states of manufacturing process, energy costs for three
states of manufacturing system are considered: working state (setup + production), idle time (break
down + process disruptions), and for maintenance activities (repair + restoration).
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Notation

Decision variables
Q Production lot size (units)
p Production rate, where p ε [pmin, pmax] (units/unit time)
φ The manufacturing reliability parameter, where φ ε [φmin, φmax]
Model parameters
T Replenishment cycle time (year)
Sm Setup cost ($/setup)
J Restoration cost ($/setup)
x Demand rate (units/unit time)
C(p, φ) Unit production cost, function of reliability and productivity ($)
M Raw material cost ($/unit)
r Raw material increment cost due to manufacturing unreliability ($/unit)
L Unit manufacturing yield loss cost due to manufacturing unreliability ($/unit/unit time)
ω Tool/die cost ($/unit)
γ Scale parameter
A Production-technology development cost, cost to increase production rate by one unit ($)
α Productivity scale parameter
β Productivity shape parameter
Rm Technology development cost ($)
ζ Reliability constant, non-negative
$ Reliability scale parameter
Ch Inventory holding cost ($/unit/unit time)
σ Repair rate (repairs/unit time)
Cr Corrective repair cost ($/unit time)
Cs Opportunity cost due to lost sales ($/lost unit)
(t1) Random variable denoting time to manufacturing system failure (non-negative)
(t2) Random variable denoting time to repair upon system failure (non-negative)
f (t1), F(t1) Probability density function, cumulative density function of t1
f (t2), F(t2) Probability density function, cumulative density function of t2
TC1 Expected total cost per cycle with manufacturing system failure ($)
TC2 Expected total cost per cycle without manufacturing system failure ($)
T1 Expected cycle length with manufacturing system failure (time)
T2 Expected cycle length without manufacturing system failure (time)
ETC1 Expected total cost per unit time with manufacturing system failure ($)
ETC2 Expected total cost per unit time without manufacturing system failure ($)
ETC Expected total cost per unit time of manufacturing system ($)

2.2. Assumptions

To model the proposed scenario mathematically, the following assumptions, apart from the
previously stated ones, are considered.

- The demand rate of the products is known and constant, whereas the controllable production rate
of manufacturing system is greater than demand rate (p > x), and a decision variable.

- The unit production cost is not constant but a function of controllable processing rate and
manufacturing unreliability.

- The reliability of the manufacturing system is derived through a stochastic process.
- The reliability of manufacturing system is expressed as a design variable, where it is represented

as φ = Total number o f f ailure
Total working hours , and reliability can be increased through investment in production

technology and manufacturing resources.
- The failure rate and repair rate are random variables and follow continuous

probability distributions.
- The manufacturing reliability and production rate are considered as energy control variables,

independent and additive.
- Shortages are considered for longer repair duration.
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3. Mathematical Model

This paper investigates an unreliable production–inventory model under controllable
production rate and variable electrical energy consumption effects. In this context, an integrated
production–maintenance policy is designed under the influence of random failure rate and random
repair rate. The manufacturing system starts at time (t = 0) with a controllable production rate
(p ε [pmin, pmax]) to manufacture a production quantity Q. The production proceed until production
up-time Q

p and the inventory accumulates with the rate (p− x)tm, if manufacturing system does not
face any failure. The on-hand inventory is driven through differential equation as:

dQ1(t)
dt

= (p− x), (0 ≤ t ≤ tm), with the initial condition Q1(0) = 0,

and

dQ2(t)
dt

= (−x), (tm ≤ t ≤ T), with the given condition I1(tm) = I2(tm).

The solution of above equations result,

I(t) =

[
(p− x)t 0 ≤ t ≤ tm

ptm − xt tm ≤ t ≤ T.

]

Since manufacturing system may face random breakdowns during production up-time, two cases
arise for production planning. If time to breakdown is (t < tm), then a random breakdown take place
during production up-time tm and corrective maintenance is started immediately. If failure occurs at
(t ≥ tm), then no failure is considered during production up-time. Therefore, two separate models are
examined in the following section, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Inventory diagram for an unreliable manufacturing system.
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3.1. Model 1: Random Production Capacity Model with Manufacturing System Failure

In this case, at time (t = t1), the manufacturing system deteriorates and production system stops.
The inventory accumulates during time interval [0, t1] and depletes with demand rate x during [t1, T].
Therefore, the expected total inventory becomes:

∫ t1

0
(p− x)t dt +

∫ T

t1

(pt1 − xt) dt.

As the repair rate is also a random variable, during stochastic repair time, two further cases may
occur, as described in Figure 1.

Case 1 (no shortages occur during stochastic repair time)

This scenario is depicted in Case 1 of Figure 1, where the required time to repair manufacturing
system after occurrence of failure is small enough that it lies within the on-hand inventory depletion
time (p−x)t1

x ; then, expected inventory becomes,

Inv1 =
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
p(p− x)t2

1
2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1.

Case 2 (shortages occur during stochastic repair time)

Case 2 of Figure 1 represents the scenario of stochastic repair time where the required time to
repair manufacturing system (t = t2) after failure is large enough that it exceeds the on-hand inventory
depletion time (p − x)t1

x ; then, expected inventory becomes,

Inv2 =
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(
p(p− x)t2

1)

2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1,

and the expected shortages due to longer repair time are given as,

∫ Q
p

0

(∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(xt2 − (p− x)t1) f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1.

Total production–maintenance cost per cycle TC1 for combining the two cases consists of the
variable setup cost, variable restoration cost, variable production-technology development cost,
variable production costs, variable cost for repairing the manufacturing system, inventory holding
costs, and shortage cost, which are given below.

Energy costs

The cost of energy consumption is considered as a variable/semi-variable cost parameter in
the manufacturing industry. The management of energy variables is very important as the cost of
energy consumption can reach up to 50% or more of the variable costs category of manufacturing costs.
Therefore, to include energy costs for the unreliable manufacturing system, several new notations are
introduced as follows.
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Energy parameters

Celc Unit cost of electrical energy ($/kWh)
Ep Expected energy cost for production ($)
e1 Fixed component of required energy for manufacturing system (kWh/time)
e2 Variable component of required energy for production process (kWh/unit)
Er Expected energy cost for machine repair ($)
er Energy required for repair time (kWh/unit time)
es Energy required for each production setup (kWh/setup)
ers Energy required for each minor restoration (kWh/setup)
eh Energy required for inventory holding (kWh/unit/unit time)

Marchi et al. [45] referred to production energy consumption as proportional to manufacturing
rate, therefore, under variable production rate, a manufacturing system develops variable energy
consumption states. As stated by Gutowski et al. [50], the average energy cost for production Ep

depends on the specific energy consumption per unit produced (SEC) which consist of two components:
constant energy requirement e1 (kWh/time) and variable energy requirement e2 (kWh/unit) for
production process. Energy component e1 is required for ready state functions of manufacturing
system such as (e.g., lubrication, cooling, humidification, pressure pumps, and centrifugal energy) and
variable energy component e2 depends on the production rate of manufacturing system, therefore SEC
for production becomes (see Bazan et al. [6]):

SEC(p) =
e1

p
+ e2.

Energy costs for three states of manufacturing system for a production run are considered in
the following section: working state (setup + production time), idle time (break down + process
disruptions), and for maintenance activities (repair + restoration).

Setup cost

Setup cost for a manufacturing system varies with energy consumption for each production
quantity and production rate. Frequent failures of manufacturing systems lead to raised warming of
the system and consequent restart-up energy, which directly increases the energy consumption per unit
of production. Considering that, generally, the failure rate of the manufacturing system is profoundly
dependent on the quality of the operating system, this paper considers restoration cost as a function of
reliability and initial setup cost of manufacturing system. In addition, as the manufacturing system
faces random failure rate, on each failure φ, a minor setup is carried out to restore the manufacturing
system to initial operational conditions at a cost ( JSm

φ ). Thus, the model considers variable setup cost,
variable restoration cost, expected energy consumption cost per setup, and expected energy cost for
restoration for the manufacturing system as follow,

SC(φ) = Sm

(
1 +

J
φ

)
+ Celces +

Celcers

φ
. (1)

Production cost

Productivity of an automated manufacturing system varies with the operating conditions,
manufacturing system process quality and manufacturing costs. With variable productivity, the energy
consumption of manufacturing system also varies. The variable manufacturing rate reduces the
production up-time and production lead time, however some operational conditions such as cost of
processing tools, maintenance and energy consumption increase conversely. As the manufacturing
reliability defines the productivity per unit of time for manufacturing system, the productivity itself
is an operational concept which shows the manufacturing throughput per unit of time. To improve
the energy consumption and productivity of the manufacturing system, we consider a controllable
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production rate, which varies within designed limits [pmin, pmax]. As the production rate is a variable
parameter, the unit production cost depends on energy control variables, production rate and failure
rate of manufacturing system, as given below,

C(p, φ) =
(cp + Lφ)

p
+ pγω + (M + rφ). (2)

The unit production cost consists on several production rate and manufacturing reliability based
components, which are explained below:

1. The cost component (M + rφ) is the cost of raw material, which increases linearly with increasing
failure rate of manufacturing system.

2. The cp component represents the manufacturing costs, i.e., capital and labor costs, and, as the
production rate increases, manufacturing cost is evenly distributed across a vast number of
produced units. Consequently, the per unit manufacturing cost reduces with higher production
rates (see Figure 2).

3. The next cost component is Lφ, which represents the manufacturing yield loss. As the failure rate
of manufacturing system increases, the downtime increases and overall costs of system increases
linearly (see Figure 3). However, with higher production rates, the unit yield loss cost decreases
as the higher production rate reduces the production up-time and more items are produced in
fewer working hours.

4. The last cost component is referred to as tool/die cost, and it is directly proportional to
production rate.

5. The energy cost for production Ep is given as a function of electrical energy consumption Celec
(kWh) based on controllable production rate. Therefore, expected energy cost for a production
run is derived as a function of unit electricity cost Celc ($/kWh), specific energy required
per item produced SEC(p) (kWh/unit), production up-time tm (hours), and production rate
p (units/unit time).

Ep (Celec) = CelcSEC(p)ptm.

Moreover, as the unit manufacturing cost is equally distributed over a wide range of produced
products, per unit production cost becomes,

C(p, φ) =
(cp + e1 + Lφ)

p
+ e2 + pγω + (M + rφ). (3)

Figure 2. Change in per unit manufacturing cost C(p, φ) with varying production rate (p).
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Figure 3. Change in per unit manufacturing cost C(p, φ) with varying manufacturing reliability (φ).

As illustrated in Figure 4, specific energy consumption per unit SEC(p) decreases with an increase
in production rate for the proposed model and eventually energy required to produce a single unit
decreases [51].

Figure 4. Change in specific energy cost (SEC) per unit manufactured with varying production rate (p).

Hence, the expected total production cost becomes,

CP1(p, φ) =
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1

+
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(
pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + L φ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1.

As the production rate is measured as units/unit time, and the energy consumption is derived
in kWh/units of production, which infer that, as the production rate increases, the specific energy
consumption per unit manufactured decreases for given production up-time. In addition, higher
production rates lead to higher utilization of machine working time and more goods are produced in
less time. The same assertions are made in other recent studies [6,44,45].
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Production-technology development cost

The productivity of a manufacturing system depends on a combination of system design
parameters named as production capacity and production reliability. In modern automated
manufacturing system, the manufacturing reliability and productivity can be improved through
investment in advanced production technology, where manufacturing systems with more advanced
technology are considered more reliable and efficient. For controllable production rates, the increase
in the processing load of the production system increases the consumed electric power per unit time.
As the manufacturing system can operate at higher production rates (p ε [pmin, pmax]), the working
life of manufacturing components shorten over time and the required frequency of tool change
increases. Therefore, manufacturing systems with controllable production rates exhibit higher costs
of processing tools for sustaining higher productivity. Eventually, it is essential to replace spare
parts/tools of the manufacturing system quite often, which then increases the cost of manufacturing
tools. To yield the development of manufacturing system to sustain higher productivity, we consider
production-technology development cost G(p, φ), as illustrated in Figure 5, as a function of controllable
production rate and variable manufacturing reliability. Figure 5 shows that an increase in production
unit by one unit results in the elevated machine stress requiring extra management costs as given below,

G(p, φ) = Aα

(
p− pmin

pmax − p

)
β + Rme

ζφ
$ , (4)

where A is the cost of labor. Energy and extra management costs, which are dependent on
manufacturing rate, α and β, are non-negative production constants. The productivity of the
manufacturing system also depends on the operational condition of system, which is named
as manufacturing reliability. To improve manufacturing reliability within the achievable limits,
(φ ε [φmin, φmax]), a variable technology development cost is considered, as shown in Figure 6. Rm is the
cost of technology, resources, and energy for manufacturing system when it is absolutely reliable with
failure rate (φ = φmin). The constant ζ represents the difficulties in increasing reliability parameter due
to limited technological resources and manufacturing system complexities, and $ is a scale parameter,
which shows the effectiveness of advanced manufacturing technology.

Figure 5. Change in production-technology development cost G(p, φ) with varying production rate (p).
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Figure 6. Change in production-technology development cost G(p, φ) with varying manufacturing
reliability (φ).

Inventory holding cost

The expected inventory holding cost for Model 1 under the energy control variables is a sum of
carrying cost and required energy cost for inventory, given as,

IC = (Ch + Celceh)
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt2

1(p− x)
2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1

+(Ch + Celceh)
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(
pt2

1(p− x)
2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1.

Corrective repair cost

On each failure, the manufacturing system is subjected to immediate corrective repair,
and abort/resume (AR) inventory policy is applied. During stochastic repair time t2, the expected
energy consumption cost Er is given as,

Er (Celec) = Celcert2.

Hence, the expected repair cost is given as,

RC = (Cr + Celcer)
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ ∞

0
t2 f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1,
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Therefore, expected total cost for Model 1 becomes,

ETC1(Q, p, φ) = Sm

(
1 +

J
φ

)
+ Celces +

Celcers

φ
+ Aα

(
p− pmin

pmax − p

)
β + Rme

ζφ
$ +

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ (p−x)t1
x

0(
pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 +

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x(

pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ Q
p

0(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt2

1(p− x)
2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(
pt2

1(p− x)
2x

)

f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Cr + Celcer)

∫ Q
p

0

(∫ ∞

0
t2 f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + Cs

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(xt2 −

(p− x)t1) f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1. (5)

Similarly, the expected cycle length for Model 1 is defined as the time interval between two
production runs with conditioning on the time to failure and time to repair:

T1(Q, p, φ) =
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt1

x

)
f (t2) dt2 +

∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(t1 + t2) f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1. (6)

3.2. Model 2: Random Production Capacity Model without System Failure

When the time for stochastic failure is greater than the planned production up-time as (t ≥ tm),
then no break down is considered during production run. Hence, the expected total production
cost becomes,

CP2(p, φ) =
∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q
(

cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t1) dt1.

Therefore, the total costs of the system for TC2 becomes setup cost, variable production-technology
cost, variable production cost, variable energy consumption cost and variable inventory holding cost,
given as,

ETC2(Q, p, φ) = Sm + Celces + Aα

(
p− pmin
pmax − p

)
β + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q2(p− x)

2px

)
f (t1) dt1

+
∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q
(

cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t1) dt1. (7)

Moreover, the expected cycle length of production–inventory cycle for Model 2 is obtained as,

T2(Q, p, φ) =
∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q
x

)
f (t1) dt1. (8)
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3.3. Integrated Stochastic Capacity-Reliability Model

The expected total cost of integrated production–inventory model with/without stochastic failures
is the sum of Models 1 and 2, which is given as,

ETC(Q, p, φ) = Sm

(
1 +

J
φ

)
+ Celces +

Celcers

φ
+ Aα

(
p− pmin
pmax − p

)
β + Rme

ζφ
$ +

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ (p−x)t1
x

0(
pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f

(
t2

)
dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 +

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x(

pt1

(
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ Celce2 + (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 +

∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q

(
Celce2

+
cp + Celce1 + Lφ

p
+ (M + rφ) + pγω

))
f (t1) dt1 + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt2

1(p− x)
2x

)

f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q2(p− x)

2px

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Ch + Celceh)

∫ Q
p

0

( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x(

pt2
1(p− x)

2x

)
f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + (Cr + Celcer)

∫ Q
p

0

(∫ ∞

0
t2 f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1 + Cs

∫ Q
p

0( ∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(xt2 − (p− x)t1) f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1. (9)

The expected cycle length from Equations (6) and (8) as a time interval, between two successive
production runs is given as,

E[T](Q, p, φ) =
∫ Q

p

0

(∫ (p−x)t1
x

0

(
pt1

x

)
f (t2) dt2 +

∫ ∞

(p−x)t1
x

(t1 + t2) f (t2) dt2

)
f (t1) dt1

+
∫ ∞

Q
p

(
Q
x

)
f (t1) dt1. (10)

The stochastic failure and repair rate follow continuous distribution and we have considered
exponential distributions as,

F(t1) = 1− e−φt1 , F(t2) = 1− e−σt2 .

With exponential failure and repair time distributions, Equation (9) and Equation (10) becomes,

ETC(Q, p, φ) = Sm

(
1 +

J
φ

)
+

Celcers

φ
+ Celces + Aα

(
p− pmin
pmax − p

)
β + Rme

ζφ
$ +

e−
Qφ
p

(
e

Qφ
p − 1

)
φ

(
cp + Celce1 + Celce2 p + Lφ + Mp + p2ω + prφ

)
+

(Ch + Celceh)(p− x)e−
Qφ
p

xφ2

(
p

(
e

Qφ
p − 1

)

−Qφ

)
−

x2φCs

(
e

Q(− pσ
x +σ−φ)

p − 1

)
σ(pσ + x(φ− σ))

(11)
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and

E[T](Q, p, φ) =

(
e−

Qφ
p −

Qσ
x

(
x2φ2e

Qσ
p −

(
pσ2(p− x) + pσxφ + x2φ2

)
e

Qφ
p + Qσ

x

pσ + e
Qσ
x (pσ + x(φ− σ))

))/
σxφ(x(σ− φ)− pσ). (12)

Now, the expected cost per unit time is given using renewal reward theorem [52], as

ETC(Q, p, φ) = t1
lim→ ∞

E [total cost [0, t1]]

t1
=

E[TC](Q, p, φ)

E[T](Q, p, φ)
. (13)

3.4. Solution Methodology

In this study, production lot size Q, controllable production rate p, and manufacturing reliability
φ are considered decision variables to optimize the expected total cost of system under stochastic
production capacities and random energy consumption. The expected total cost of the system is a
nonlinear constrained problem, whereas the goal of this paper is to optimize Equation (13) under the
productivity and reliability constraints,

−Q ≤ 0, x < p, p ≤ pmax,

φmin − φ ≤ 0, φ− φmax ≤ 0.

The mathematical problem is solved with Kuhn–Tucker method. Let λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 be the
Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the above-mentioned constraints. Then, the Kuhn–Tucker (KT)
necessary conditions for optimality are given as,

∂ETC
∂Q

+ λ1 = 0,
∂ETC

∂p
− λ2 + λ3 = 0,

∂ETC
∂φ

− λ4 + λ5 = 0. (14)

λ1Q = 0, (15)

λ2(x− p) = 0, λ3 (pmax − p) = 0, (16)

λ4 (φ− φmax) = 0, λ5 (φmin − φ) = 0, (17)

λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5,≥ 0. (18)

To ensure the convexity of objective function, the sufficient conditions from Kuhn–Tucker must
be satisfied as all principle minors should be greater than 0. Since developed equation system ETC∗

for the stochastic model is a complex function with higher powers, hence it is not possible to prove its
optimality through analytic validity of sufficient conditions.

4. Numerical Experiment

The developed model was tested with numerical analysis and sensitivity analysis of the key input
parameters. The modified values of input data were obtained from [26,28] and are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. General input parameter values for numerical example.

pmax = 2500 (units/unit time) cp = 1700 ($) M = 10 ($/per unit)
r = 2 $/per unit eh = 8.34 (kWh/unit/unit time) L = 1500 ($)
γ = 1 Celc = 0.12 ($/kWh) Sm = 1200 ($/setup)
es = 5835 (kWh/setup) J = 0.0725 Cs = 5 ($/lost unit)
h = 1.49 ($/unit/unit time) ω = 0.0015 φmax = 1
φmin = 0 er = 1700 (kWh/unit time) σ = 4 (repairs/unit time)
Cr = 500 ($/time) ζ = 1.1 x = 300 (units/unit time)
$ = 0.5 Rm = 1500 ($) A = 200 $
pmin = 300 (units/unit time) α = 1.1 β = 0.01

ers = 5835 (kWh/setup) e1 = 8500 (kWh/unit time) e2 = 50 (kWh/unit)

4.1. Example

The optimal results for the integrated production–maintenance policy for an unreliable
manufacturing system under energy control variables is achieved as, ETC∗ = 9253.75 ($/unit time) Q∗

= 1637.4 (units) p∗ = 1095.72 (units/unit time), φ∗ = 0.24.
The generated Hessian matrix for Equation (13) is given below. Moreover, the Hessian matrix at

optimal values of decision variables is positive definite, given as,

H =


∂2ETC

∂Q2
∂2ETC
∂Q∂φ

∂2ETC
∂Q∂p

∂2ETC
∂φ∂Q

∂2ETC
∂φ2

∂2ETC
∂φ∂p

∂2ETC
∂p∂Q

∂2ETC
∂p∂φ

∂2ETC
∂p2

 =

 0.000917294 0.536973 0.000349362
0.536973 25447.1 −0.995246

0.000349362 −0.995246 0.000889964


and all eigenvalues (25447.1, 0.00124988, 0.000507122 of the matrix are positive.

The impact of required specific energy consumption for production on model parameters were
tested for limits of −70% to +100%. The graphical analysis illustrated in Figure 7 shows the impact of
fixed and variable component of required specific energy for production (e1, e2) on optimal production
quantity Q, production rate p, reliability parameter φ and expected total cost of system ETC. Figure 7
shows that the expected total cost of the system is extremely sensitive to variable component of specific
energy requirement.

Moreover, as the value of energy components increases, there is a constant increase in all model
parameters. In the case of constant component e1 of specific energy consumption, the unit production
rate increases with an increasing value of e1, as this part is equally distributed over the total produced
units. The production lot Q decreases with an increase of e1 to reduce total cost of system. Similarly,
the increases in reliability parameter suggest that, as the total cost of system increases with e1, increased
value of reliability parameter reduces the required technology development cost. On the other hand,
the variable component of required specific energy e2 shows a more sensitive relation to total cost
of system and optimal production rate. Higher values of e2 lead to a decrease in production rate to
optimize the total cost of system. Similarly, the increase in e2 leads to increase in value of reliability
parameter to decrease the technology development cost for the manufacturing system.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Change in Model parameters (ETC, Q, p, φ) of the system with respect to specific production
energy parameters: (a) with varying fixed component of required energy for manufacturing (e1);
and (b) with varying variable component of required energy for manufacturing (e2).

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was performed for all key parameters and the results are compiled in
Tables 3 and 4. Sensitivity of basic model parameters related to manufacturing reliability under energy
consumption is given in Table 3.

• Higher setup costs Sm increase the total cost of manufacturing system but decrease the production
rate of system. The proposed model also suggests increase in production quantity Q for higher
setup costs to avoid multiple setup costs. On the other hand, the restoration cost J shows an
increasing pattern for production quantity, production rate and expected total cost of the system.
As the restoration cost depends on two parameters, setup cost and manufacturing reliability of
system, the increasing value of restoration cost suggest higher production lot to avoid multiple
setup requirement. In addition, it suggests higher production rates to shorten the production
up-time to avoid added costs of longer production runs and possible system failure.

• For the decreasing shortage cost Cs, the model shows insensitivity to production lot size. However,
in the case of an increase in shortage cost in the model, we see an increase in manufacturing
reliability and decrease in the production lot size.

• Inventory holding cost h shows no impact on manufacturing reliability φ in this model. However,
an increase in holding cost suggests an increase in production rate along with reduction of
production quantity to reduce inventory accumulation. Higher inventory holding costs lead to
higher system costs. The energy cost eh for inventory holding shows the same pattern as inventory
holding cost. With decreasing energy requirements for inventory carrying, the model suggests
an increase in production lot size and production rate. Manufacturing reliability is insensitive to
energy requirements for inventory holding.
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• The technology development cost Rm has direct impact on the manufacturing reliability and
productivity of system. The manufacturing reliability is defined as a system-design variable and
it represents the number of failures a system faces during operational hours. As the increase
in technology investment Rm shows a reduction in reliability parameter, it also reduces the
production rate of system to adjust the total optimal cost of system. The production quantity
increases with higher development costs, as it shows a more reliable manufacturing system.

• With the increase in corrective maintenance cost Cr, the model suggests an increase in production
rate to adjust the optimal total cost of the system. Higher corrective maintenance cost leads
to smaller production quantities, and the expected total cost of system also increases due to
higher maintenance costs. The increasing value of σ suggest an increase in production quantity;
as 1

σ represents the mean time to repair, as the mean time to repair decreases, the idle time for
manufacturing system decreases. In addition, the model shows increase in production rate and the
expected total cost of system; as the productivity of manufacturing system increases, the machine
is in operational state for longer periods of time.

• As the required energy cost for system repair er increases, the model shows a reduction in
production quantity but increase in production rate. The reduction in production lot size explains
that, as total energy required for maintenance increases, the specific energy consumption per
unit for repair increases. Therefore, the model suggest an increase in production rate to optimize
the production policy under energy consumption. The total expected cost also increases with an
increase in required electrical energy for repair activities.

Table 4 provide a comprehensive analysis of key parameters of model under energy consumption
and stochastic production capacities. From the results, the following important insights are obtained:

• Unit production cost cp comprises labor and specific energy consumption costs required to
produce a production quantity; as the unit manufacturing cost decreases, we see an increase
in production lot size of the model. In addition, with decrease in unit manufacturing cost,
the expected total cost and production rate decreases. For both labor and production energy cost
Ep, as the production rate decreases, the optimal reliability parameter also decreases, which is due
to lower stress on the manufacturing system. Moreover, as production lot increases, reliability
decreases to adjust technology development cost.

• The raw material cost M and raw material yield loss cost r both are highly sensitive to any
increasing values of model parameters. The increase in material yield loss cost increases the
production quantity and production rate simultaneously to adjust the total expected cost. In
addition, it shows a reduction in the optimal reliability parameter of the model that is quite
obvious; as for the manufacturing system, where raw material yield loss adds significant cost to
manufacturing, higher reliability parameter is optimal for manufacturing system.

• The increase in tool/die cost ω shows a reduction in optimal production rate. As the production
rate of manufacturing system increases, the added load/stress on manufacturing system
increases the maintenance requirement of such machinery, and, to adjust the higher cost of
production-technology development, the model suggests reduction in reliability value and optimal
production rate.

• The manufacturing yield loss L due to manufacturing system failures also increases the expected
total cost of the system. Moreover, the increase in manufacturing yield loss cost suggests a decrease
in production quantity and justifies increasing the production rate to improve the productivity
of the system. The increase in yield loss value suggests reducing the manufacturing reliability
parameter to minimize the negative effect of manufacturing system failures.

• As the unit cost A to increase production rate by one unit decreases, the model shows an
increase in production rate. With the increase in the production rate, the reliability parameter
also increases. As the higher stress value increases failure frequency of manufacturing system,
reliability parameter increases accordingly to adjust the technology development cost to keep
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total cost at an optimal limit. The productivity constants show quite unique trends; as the value
of productivity scale parameter α increases, the production rate decreases continuously with
an increasing trend in production quantity and expected total cost of system. However, it is
insensitive towards manufacturing reliability parameter. The productivity shape parameter β

is insensitive towards expected total cost and reliability parameter of the system, however an
increase in shape parameter increases the production quantity and decreases the production
rate monotonically.

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis for parameters related to manufacturing reliability.

Parameter % Change Q φ p % Change in ETC

Sm −20 1611.36 0.24 1100.05 −0.55
−10 1615.32 0.24 1099.61 −0.46
+10 1654.56 0.24 1095.44 0.47
+20 1673.92 0.24 1093.45 0.90

J −20 1628.46 0.23 1094.99 −0.21
−10 1631.75 0.23 1096.24 −0.11
+10 1638.27 0.24 1098.75 0.11
+20 1442.67 0.27 2253.6 3.54

Cs −20 1635.00 0.23 1097.20 0.00
−10 1635.01 0.23 1097.36 0.00
+10 1435.99 0.27 2262.39 3.38
+20 1436.01 0.27 2262.40 3.38

h −20 1736.89 0.24 1134.34 −2.32
−10 1683.17 0.24 1115.96 −1.14
+10 1587.60 0.24 1077.01 1.21
+20 1552.56 0.24 1060.60 2.17

es −20 1635.01 0.23 1097.30 0.00
−10 1635.02 0.23 1097.42 0.00
+10 1435.98 0.27 2262.38 3.38
+20 1435.99 0.27 2262.39 3.38

eh −20 1700.41 0.24 1122.09 −1.53
−10 1666.54 0.24 1109.82 −0.76
+10 1605.64 0.24 1085.11 0.74
+20 1578.21 0.24 1072.63 1.46

σ −20 1633.61 0.24 1095.13 −0.01
−10 1634.41 0.24 1096.58 −0.01
+10 1635.51 0.24 1098.08 0.00
+20 1635.90 0.24 1099.45 0.00

Cr −20 1635.50 0.24 1096.00 −0.02
−10 1635.29 0.24 1096.66 −0.01
+10 1634.76 0.24 1098.33 0.01
+20 1634.50 0.24 1098.33 0.02

er −20 1635.23 0.23 1096.83 −0.01
−10 1635.13 0.24 1097.16 −0.00
+10 1634.92 0.24 1097.83 0.00
+20 1634.82 0.24 1098.16 0.01

Rm −20 1550.14 0.26 1129.66 −1.55
−10 1593.41 0.26 1113.23 −0.76
+10 1675.26 0.26 1082.32 0.73
+20 1710.49 0.26 1069.04 1.36

ζ −20 1578.13 0.26 1131.53 −0.80
−10 1623.86 0.24 1104.14 −0.16
+10 1670.69 0.23 1076.42 0.50
+20 1689.53 0.22 1065.35 0.77

$ −20 1698.76 0.21 1059.96 0.89
−10 1668.95 0.23 1077.44 0.48
+10 17,278 0.05 300.06 −7.55
+20 22,244 0.05 300.17 −7.76
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Table 4. Sensitivity analysis for parameters related to production capacity.

Parameter % Change Q φ p % Change in ETC

cp −20 1700.58 0.23 962.96 −1.32
−25 1663.05 0.23 1034.12 −0.64
+10 1436.44 0.27 2257.64 3.66
+20 1594.67 0.24 1209.48 1.18

e1 −20 1672.19 0.23 1018.60 −0.62
−10 1653.42 0.23 1058.36 −0.31
+10 1623.49 0.24 1131.16 0.30
+20 1608.94 0.24 1166.59 0.58

e2 −20 1637.45 0.23 1096.31 −3.89
−10 1637.42 0.23 1096.02 −1.94
+10 1439.66 0.24 2240.77 4.99
+20 1439.76 0.27 2238.81 6.54

r −20 1629.01 0.24 1105.86 −0.39
−10 1631.99 0.24 1101.65 −019
+10 1638.11 0.24 1093.39 0.19
+20 1439.43 0.26 2246.64 3.74

M −20 1635.11 0.24 1098.46 −8.03
−10 1635.07 0.24 1097.98 −4.02
+10 1634.98 0.24 1097.01 4.02
+20 1436.76 0.27 2249.79 11.36

ω −20 1583.03 0.25 1248.08 −1.41
−10 1608.94 0.24 1166.81 −0.68
+10 1637.65 0.24 1091.10 0.07
+20 1688.38 0.23 984.278 1.25

L −20 1640.96 0.24 1079.23 −0.24
−10 1638.25 0.24 1087.43 −0.13
+10 1631.98 0.23 1107.38 0.13
+20 1629.09 0.23 1117.08 0.26

A −20 1627.73 0.24 1079.23 −0.24
−10 1632.59 0.24 1087.43 −0.13
+10 1638.06 0.23 1107.38 0.13
+20 1641.09 0.23 1117.08 0.26

α −20 1629.25 0.24 1098.87 −0.12
−10 1632.59 0.24 1098.07 −0.05
+10 1638.06 0.24 1096.77 0.06
+20 1641.09 0.24 1096.05 0.13

β −20 1634.95 0.24 1097.71 0.00
−10 1634.99 0.24 1097.60 0.00
+10 1635.06 0.24 1097.39 0.00
+20 1635.01 0.24 1097.28 0.00

4.2.1. Comparative Study

This section provides a comprehensive analysis for the influence of decision variables on the
expected total cost of the system. As shown in Figure 8a, as production lot size increases, the total
expected cost of the system decreases to an optimal production quantity where total cost is minimum.
The graph shows that ETC is not monotonically decreasing in Q, as there exists an optimal production
lot size Q, after which the total expected costs starts to increase with an increase in production quantity.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Change in expected total cost ETC(Q, p, φ) of the system with respect to decision variables:
(a) varying production quantity (Q); (b) varying production rate (p); and (c) varying reliability
parameter (φ).

Figure 8b depicts the effect of controllable production rate p on the expected total cost of
manufacturing system ETC. With the increase in production rate, the expected total cost decreases
to a certain limit as per unit production cost C(p, φ) is a function of production rate, after which it
starts to increase again. The higher production rate also results in lower specific energy consumption
per unit of production as more items are produced in less production up-time. However, increase in
production rate increases other cost components of per unit production cost, i.e., tool/die cost, thus
we see an increase in total cost after the optimal limit for model, which is 1095.72 (units/unit time).
The expected total cost ETC monotonically increases with manufacturing reliability parameter φ, as
shown in Figure 8c. As the failure rate of manufacturing system increases, the total cost increases
due to productivity loss, and extra costs of repair, energy consumption, and resulted idle time in
manufacturing process.

As shown in Figure 9, the expected unit production cost C(p, φ) monotonically increases with
manufacturing unreliability. As the failure rate of manufacturing system increases, the expected unit
production cost increases due to productivity loss, extra costs of repair and idle time. The production
rate shows a rather different relation with expected unit production cost. As the production rate
increases, the expected unit production cost decreases to an optimal point, after which it starts
to increase.

Figure 9. Change in expected unit manufacturing cost c(p, φ) with varying manufacturing reliability
(φ) and production rate (p).

As the repair rate increases, time for each repair t2 decreases and eventually energy consumption
per repair decreases, which leads to a decrease in repair cost for manufacturing system, as shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Change in energy consumption per machine repair SEC(σ) with varying repair rate (σ).

Figure 11a shows the relationship of the expected total cost ETC with manufacturing unreliability.
As the failure rate of manufacturing system increases, the expected unit production cost also increases.
With an increase in unit production rate, the expected total cost of system decreases because the unit
production cost is the sum of manufacturing cost and energy consumption for production and, with
an increase in production rate, the energy cost decreases [44]. Figure 11b shows the relationship of the
expected total cost ETC with manufacturing quantity and production rate. The manufacturing quantity
shows a convex relationship with expected total cost of system. Figure 11c shows the relationship of
the expected total cost ETC with manufacturing quantity and manufacturing reliability parameter.
The manufacturing quantity shows a convex relationship with expected total cost of system. ETC
increases monotonically with increase in failure rate of manufacturing system.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Change in expected total cost ETC(Q, p, φ) of the system with respect to decision parameters:
(a) varying manufacturing reliability parameter and production rate (φ, p); (b) varying manufacturing
quantity and production rate (Q, p); and (c) varying manufacturing quantity and manufacturing
reliability parameter (Q, φ).

4.2.2. Managerial Insights

• The study provides a better understanding of production–maintenance policy for stochastic
production capacities under random failure rates, random repair rates and energy
consumption requirements.

• By employing precise cost data of related cost factors associated with unreliable manufacturing
systems, production and maintenance managers can set an optimum level of manufacturing
reliability that minimizes the overall maintenance and energy consumption costs.

• Random breakdowns of manufacturing system represent an inevitable phenomenon, which is
considered in many maintenance planning models for energy consumption, but the effect of
random repair rate is usually ignored. This study also gives insights into the simultaneous
improvement of reliability and manufacturing productivity when managers faces the challenge of
uncertain production capacities due to longer repair times.
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• The increase in tool/die cost shows a reduction in optimal production rate. As the production
rate of manufacturing system increases, the added load and stress increases the maintenance
requirement of such machinery, and to adjust the higher cost of production-technology
development, the model suggests reductions in reliability value and processing speeds.

• For controllable production rates, the added expenditure of maintenance and technology
development investment are also considered; therefore, managers can also look into possible
technology development needed to improve productivity of manufacturing systems.

• This paper presents the relevant relationships between variable energy consumption rates and
constituents related to stochastic production capacities and maintenance management plans.
Improved production and maintenance planning will allow managers to increase production rates
and reduce energy consumption per unit of production quantity. Furthermore, through additional
production and technology development policies, machine breakdowns can be reduced.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated an integrated production–maintenance–inventory system with some
realistic assumptions. For an unreliable manufacturing system, the manufacturing capacity is
considered stochastic as it depends on the random failure rate, repair rate and production rate of
manufacturing system, which follow exponential distributions. Hence, the energy consumption for
each production cycle is also considered random for unreliable manufacturing systems. The developed
stochastic model is optimized for production lot size, production rate and reliability parameter.
The practical implications of model are shown through sensitivity analysis and comparative study of
model parameters.

• The study suggested that it is not practical to consider constant production rates in an
unreliable manufacturing system; as the system faces random failure rate and random repair
rate, the productivity of system is highly affected due to manufacturing unreliability. In such
a scenario, controllable production rates help in increasing the production capacity of a
manufacturing system.

• As the productivity of a manufacturing system depends on its reliability and operational condition,
the unit production cost of a manufacturing system is considered as a function of controllable
production rate, which varies within design limits, manufacturing reliability, labor costs and
variable energy costs.

• The manufacturing system productivity and reliability can be further enhanced through
investment in advance technology, better and improved resources and skilled labor. Therefore,
a production-technology development cost is introduced as a function of manufacturing reliability.
For improved efficiency of manufacturing process, a productivity investment is also introduced
in manufacturing costs to get optimal level of variable processing speeds for an unreliable
manufacturing system.

• The cost of electrical energy consumption for simultaneous production, inventory and
maintenance planning is not considered in the existing literature, therefore this study introduces
the energy cost components for operational and idle states of production setups, restoration,
production, inventory holding and repair cost.

• A limitation of the study is considering deterministic demand, where random demand of products
is a more realistic phenomena. In addition, only electrical energy consumption is considered
in this study, whereas production firms usually use more than one type of energy sources in
production. The model can be further extended with the case of imperfect production process,
inspection policies and economic factors such as inflation and time value of money. Moreover,
integrated production–maintenance policies under uncertain production environments are worthy
of investigation, as discussed in [53]. The study can be further extended to the concept [54] of
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imperfect production process for an unreliable manufacturing system, as production of defectives
is inevitable.
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